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CLASA a X-a 
  Toate subiectele sunt obligatorii.  
  Timpul efectiv de lucru este de 180 de minute. 
In each question, only one of the four answers is correct. Choose the correct answer and circle the letter next to it. 

PART  1.  
 
1.WRITING (25 points) 

 
A person's legacy is a reminder of his or her life, work, goals and achievements. Michael Jakson led his life under a very 
touching motto :   
 
“If you enter this world knowing you are loved and you leave this world knowing the same, then everything that 
happens in between can be dealt with.” (Michael Jackson) 
 
Describe the day Michael died, keeping in mind his motto and starting from this :  
 
It was very sad. It was very long. "Maybe now, Michael, they will leave you alone," Jackson's brother Marlon said into a 
microphone at the end of the nearly three-hour remembrance and farewell. Maybe not. ( 120-150 words) 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 

2. READING COMPREHENSION ( 1px7=7 points) 

Read the article below and then choose the best answer to complete each sentence. 

A few minutes ago, walking back from lunch, I started to cross the street when I heard the sound of a coin dropping. It 
wasn't much but, as I turned, my eyes caught the heads of several other people turning too. A woman had dropped what 
appeared to be a dime. 
 
The tinkling sound of a coin dropping on pavement is an attention-getter. It can be nothing more than a penny. Whatever 
the coin is, no one ignores the sound of it. It got me thinking about sounds again. 
 
We are besieged by so many sounds that attract the most attention. People in New York City seldom turn to look when a 
fire engine, a police car or an ambulance comes screaming along the street. 
 
When I'm in New York, I'm a New Yorker. I don't turn either. Like the natives. I hardly hear a siren there. 
 
At home in my little town in Connecticut, it's different. The distant wail of a police car, an emergency vehicle or a fire 
siren brings me to my feet if I'm seated and brings me to the window if I'm in bed. 
 
It's the quietest sounds that have most effect on us, not the loudest. In the middle of the night, I can hear a dripping tap a 
hundred yards away through three closed doors. I've been hearing little creaking noises and sounds which my 
imagination turns into footsteps in the middle of the night for twenty-five years in our house. How come I never hear 
those sounds in the daytime? 
 
I'm quite clear in my mind what the good sounds are and what the bad sounds are. 
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I've turned against whistling, for instance. I used to think of it as the mark of a happy worker but lately I've been 
associating the whistler with a nervous person making compulsive noises. 

The tapping, tapping, tapping of my typewriter as the keys hit the paper is a lovely sound to me. I often like the sound of 
what I write better than the looks of it. 

1. The sound of a coin dropping makes people 
A. think of money. 
B. look at each other. 
C. pay attention to it. 
D. stop crossing the street. 
 
2. People in New York 
A. don't care about emergencies. 
B. are used to sirens. 
C. are attracted by sounds. 
D. don't hear loud noises. 
 
3. The writer 
A. sleeps next to the window. 
B. has lived in Connecticut for a long time. 
C. believes in ghosts. 
D. is interested in fire engines. 
 
4. How does the author relate to sounds at night? 
A. He imagines sounds that do not exist. 
B. He exaggerates quiet sounds. 
C. He thinks taps should be turned off. 
D. He believes it's rather quiet at night. 
 
5. He dislikes whistling because 
A. he is tired of it. 
B. he used to be happier. 
C. it reminds him of tense people. 
D. he doesn't like workers. 
 
6. What kind of sound does he find pleasant? 
A. Tinkling sound of a coin dropping. 
B. Clinking sound of keys. 
C. Tapping of his typewriter. 
D. Creaking sounds. 
 
7. How does the writer feel about sounds in general? 
A. They make him feel at home. 
B. He thinks they should be ignored. 
C. He believes they are part of our lives. 
D. He prefers silence to loud noises. 
 
3. USE OF ENGLISH ( 48 points ) 
A. OPEN CLOZE (1px15=15p) 
Read the text below. Use one word to fill in the blanks : 

What's in a name? 

Recently, a couple in New Zealand were forbidden from naming their baby son 4Real. Even (1)…….. New Zealand has 
quite liberal rules about naming children, names beginning with a number are not allowed. They decided to call him 
Superman (2) …….. . 
In many countries around the world, unusual names for children are becoming (3) ……..  popular, especially since the 
increasing trend for celebrities to give their children wacky names. In Britain, you can call a child almost anything you like 
- the only restrictions on parents relate to offensive words such (4) …….. swear words. 
Some parents choose names which come from popular culture. For example, there have (5) …….. six boys named 
Gandalf (6) …….. the character in the Lord of the Rings novels and films. Equally, names relating to sport are fairly 
common - since 1984, 36 children (7) ……..  been called Arsenal after the football team. 
Other parents like to make up names, or combine names to make their own unique version, a method demonstrated by 
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Jordan, the British model, (8) …….. recently invented the name Tiáamii for her daughter by combining the names Thea 
and Amy (the two grandmothers). She was quoted as saying that the accent and double letters were added to make the 
name 'more exotic'. 
Other countries have much stricter rules when it comes (9) …….. naming children. Countries including Japan, Denmark, 
Spain, Germany and Argentina have an approved list of names from which parents must (10) ……... . In China, there are 
some rules about what you may call a child – (11) …….. foreign letters or symbols are allowed. As a result a couple 
were recently banned (12) …….. calling their baby @. 
In Britain, some names which were previously thought (13) …….. as old-fashioned have become more popular again, 
such as Maisie or Ella for a girl, or Alfie or Noah for a boy. But the (14) …….. popular names are not the wacky (15) 
…….. . The top names are fairly traditional - Jack, Charlie and Thomas for boys and Grace, Ruby and Jessica for girls. 
 
B. GAP-FILLING (1px20=20p) 

Fill in the blanks using the most appropriate tense form for each gap. 

1. The book writes that the Maya tribes founded an advanced civilization in the forests of the Yucatan; 
nevertheless, their culture (1-disappear) ________ by the time Europeans first (2-arrive) ________ in the New 
World. 

2. Do not forget that if you (3-need) ________to contact me sometime next week, I (4-stay) ________at the Hilton 
in Rome. 

3. It (5-snow) ________all day. I hope it stops by noon because I wish to go to the market. 
4. Listen Ed, I don't care whether you (6-miss) ________the bus this morning. You (7-be) ________late for 

meetings too many times. This is my last warning. 
5. We are fed up with storm and those dark clouds! We expect, when we (8-wake) ________up tomorrow morning, 

the sun (9-shine)________. 
6. When Mike arrived at the cafe, I (10-wait) ________for him for half an hour.  
7. I (11-not, hear) ________of the pyramids before I went to Egypt. 
8. During the past 50 years, traveling (12-become) ________much easier and very comfortable. In the 19th 

century, it (13-take) ________two or three months to cross Africa by wagon. The trip (14-be) ________very 
rough and often dangerous. Things (15-change) ________a great deal in the last hundred and fifty years. Now 
you can fly from Athens to Tokyo in a matter of hours.  

9. Your English (16-improve)________. You (17-watch) ________television programs and (18-study) 
________grammar every day since you first arrived in London. It is apparent that you will be fluent very soon.  

10. When Ted (19-arrive) ________home last night, he discovered that Hilary (20-prepare) ________a beautiful 
candle-lit dinner. 

 
C. MULTIPLE CHOICE(1x5=5p) 
 
Complete the half sentences below.  
 
1) ......................................, but I'd guess he must be about sixty. 
A. My husband will phone the tour company and ask the price of the trip to Egypt 
B. I don't remember how much the shop assistant told us those jeans cost 
C. I don't know exactly how old Tim's father is 
D. Frank weighed himself and was horrified to see he is eight kilos 
E. Tom may be heavier than you, but don't forget that he is also taller 
 
 2) ................................., most citizens of the sultanate actually live in poverty. 
A. Since the Sultan of Brunei is one of the wealthiest people in the world 
B. Considering that the largest concentration of urban population is in Brunei's capital 
C. Because Brunei earns billions of dollars a year from petroleum exports  
D. When Queen Elizabeth paid an official visit to the Sultan of Brunei in early 1998 
E. Although the average income in Brunei is among the world's highest 
 
3) The cost of living in Alaska is extremely high, .................................. . 
A. as the price of petrol there is surprisingly low 
B. whereas Eskimos live in ice houses called igloos 
C. due to the fact that only about 500,000 people live there 
D. unless you really enjoy extremely cold weather and snow 
E. because nearly everything has to be imported 
 
4) In Africa, summer starts in the middle of December, .................................... . 
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A. however the inhabitants don't have much opportunity to take advantage of this 
B. while in Europe, the season begins in the middle of June 
C. when vast stretches of land were frequently covered in snow 
D. but they're going to change this system so as to be like the rest of the world  
E. though the modern twelve-month calendar is of little use to them 
 
5) ..........................., so the family of the victim were outraged. 
A. They won their case and the burglar had to go to jail 
B. The girl completely recovered from the brutal attack 
C. They were relieved to see the murderer locked up in prison 
D. The murderer was only given a two and a half year prison sentence 
E. The judge had given the robber a harsh punishment 
 
D. IDIOMS AND PHRASES (1px8=8p) 

Choose the right answer: 

1. Jack's girlfriend had been very busy lately. When Jack saw another man's shoe in his girlfriend's apartment, 
he ___ and realized she had another boyfriend. 
a. dressed to the nines 
b. put two and two together 
c. number one 

2. What is your favourite magazine? The ___ Time Magazine. There is nothing else as good. 
a. forty winks 
b. cloud nine 
c. one and only 

3. I don't like Tom. He doesn't care about anybody. He only thinks about ___. 
a. put two and two together 
b. number one 
c. two's company, three's a crowd 

4. Melissa and George were having a nice dinner at Melissa's house. When Andy came to visit, Melissa was 
angry. She told George "___." 
a. Two's company, three's a crowd 
b. Number one 
c. Forty winks 

5. When Terry was offered a job at General Hospital, he was so happy he was ___. 
a. on cloud nine 
b. dressed to the nines 
c. six to one, half a dozen to the other 

6. I'm not sure if we should visit the mountains or the sea. Both are great. I guess it is ___. 
a. six to one, half a dozen to the other 
b. put two and two together 
c. forty winks 

7. Wow, all of the actresses looked great! They were all ___ for the party. 
a. the one and only 
b. six to one, half a dozen to the other 
c. dressed to the nines 

8. I'm going to go dancing all night tonight. I guess I should get ___ before I leave so I won't become tired. 
a. the one and only 
b. forty winks 
c. number one 
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4. CREATIVE WRITING (20 points) 

 Identify the characters in Michael Jackson’s lyrics of ‘They don’t really care about us’. Suggest 5 ways of making 
them ’care about us’. (no more than two lines for each suggestion). 4px5= 20points) 

Beat me, hate me! 
You can never break me! 
Will me, thrill me! 
You can never kill me! 
Do me, sue me! 
Everybody do me! 
Kick me, strike me! 
Don't you black or white me! 
 
All I wanna say is that 
They don't really care about us. 
All I wanna say is that 
They don't really care about us. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  Total score : 100 points  


